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Introduction
Surrounded by nature, in the picturesque fjord of Oslo, Fagerstrand 
is a small city, with a bright potential to reunite the remnants of the 
oil industry with the raw nature as a driving line in its cityscape, 
combining history, with people and using nature as the thread.
Fagerstrand has an iconic industrial harbour and a small commer-
cial center surrounded by great nature, with a rich history.

Our vision is to cross connect the commercial center, nature and 
the sea side, so that the city’s qualities can synergize from each 
other. By creating new meeting points and connections between 
harbour, nature and center, the city will feel, flow and grow as one, 
to honor the history, and stage the future.

Challenge and opportunities
On the overall level there is poor correlation between harbour, city 
and nature. The areas exist in their own parallel worlds. This project 
seizes the opportunity to connect the areas and connect the people 
to nature. Fagerstrand is challenged by a road junction right in the 
middle of the city center.

Drøbakveien has divided the city in two parts; one by the sea front 
and one by the small commercial center. Considerations must be 
made, as to how the traffic at the city center can be an attribute 
rather than an obstruction for a future densely populated city.
With the oil Industry came new jobs, creating needs for settlement 
in Fagerstrand. But with lack of strategic planning the area is stalled 
with no real center and lack of meeting points. The stalling has 
claimed the land, and is underutilizing space where there could be 
nature that can connect people. We believe that

instead of sprawling more, one can densify in the already existing 
build mass. Seeking to affect nature in the least way possible.
By the sea the disused industrial site gives the city a new opportuni-
ty to reclaim the water, both in terms of settlement but also in terms 
of nature reclaiming the land. The remaining industrial cathedrals 
tell the story of Fagerstrand. They give a unique identity to the city 
and must be reused and kept as heritage and identity for the future 
city.

Vision
We believe that Fagerstrand has the potential of transforming from 
a divided and scattered suburb to one connected city in symbio-
sis with nature. We believe that the right programming will make 
Fagerstrand a collective and vital city united with nature.
The time has changed and with the epidemic in 2020 we learned 
that it is possible to work from home, making it attractive to live out-
side the greater cities where one can have a stronger relation with 
nature. In the future more new families will move to Fagerstrand 
with its unique location by the water, its nature and a vibrant and 
urban city center. The perfect hub outside Oslo.

Our vision is to cross connect the commercial center, nature and the 
sea side, so the city’s qualities can benefit from each other. By cre-
ating new meeting points and connections between harbour, nature 
and center, the city will feel as one.

Proposal
We propose to intertwine Fagerstrand in a new way that will make a 
stronger connection to the city, to the harbour and to nature.

Intertwining Fagerstrand - New connections bind the city together.
By using the existing dna “an industrial harbour”, a commercial 
center and a bio diverse nature. We make new and stronger meet-
ings between what is already there.
A harbour connection, a Nature connection, a commercial connec-
tion and a cultural connection will bind the city together. Nature will 
be present everywhere in Fagerstrand and binding it all together.

Mobility in Fagerstrand
By changing the course of the roads, from dividing the city in two 
and creating a barrier between center and harbour. We propose to 
change Drøbakveiens road course, guiding it behind the upcoming 
city center. Then the center can heel and create an unhindered 
connection to the harbour.The city is sewn back together and 
natural flows can occur between city and harbour without a road as 
a barrier.
We propose that traffic via Lillerudveien is reduced by making Road 
157 the primary connection to Nesoddtangen. This will make the 
city center more peaceful and liveable. The plan is robust and can 
handle if Lillerudveien should still function as it is.

Nature Connection
By changing the roads path we can make space for a nature 
connection going right through the center. Making nature a part of 
the city and giving its residents easy access to entering nature. The 
proposal is a city with a present and approachable nature.
The nature corridor is furthermore the connection between the 
Industrial green landscape in the west and the vast forest areas in 
the east and north. By the city center the nature corridor rises in the 

air in the form of a landscape bridge that allows for nature to flow 
seamlessly from east to west.
We decided to maintain the forest in the center rather than exclude 
its presence. But rather than seeing it as a barrier, we see it as a 
strong identity for the city center. Nature will be easily accessible 
and you will sense its presence everywhere in Fagerstrand.
Paths will intertwine nature and the city. There will be interactions 
along the paths which will make it more accessible to the citizens 
and visitors.

The Commercial Connection
The Commercial connection stretches from the center along 
Fagerstrandbakken to the seaside. Making it the link between 
center and sea. We densify along Fagerstrandbakken, creating 
cultural interactions and commercial facilities.
The Commercial center is densified, creating a more compact struc-
ture with buildings in 2-5 floors. The Center gets a new layout after
changing the road, making it a more coherent and intimate center 
where people can meet. The center is programmed with shops, 
housing, care homes, a culture house and even a satellite office 
where you can rent office space away from home.
The center is robust, making it possible to densify the center even 
more over time.
We propose a condensed city, building on existing structures and 
adding nature in-between rather than building more urban sprawl.
Cultural connection
The Cultural connection links Lilleruddammen with the industrial 
landscape, the marina and the beach. The cultural connection 
builds on the industrial heritage. The connection links the industrial 

landscape where the building remnants are reused in a way that they 
will become attractors for residents and visitors with many cultural inter-
actions along the route. ex. an old silo used as a dive pool and another 
used as an exhibition. The connection links the landmarks and uses the 
trail of the old pipes as paths in nature.

The harbour connection
The harbour connection stretches from the beach and marina in the 
south to the entrepreneur dock and swimming pool in the north.
The industrial harbour is transformed to a vibrant promenade with new 
cultural functions, cafees, offices and housing. We call it Fagerstrand 
Brygge.
We wish to use the existing plateau from the oil heritage, so that we 
don’t abrupt the natural landscape. The promenade is only for pedestri-
ans while the backside is serviced with cars and parking. 
We transform the boathouse to a maritime house. The boat worshop is 
kept but the northern part of the house is reused as a sports arena that 
can facilitate meeting places for the whole city. In the north part of the 
harbour a public indoor swimming pool is placed, in near visual contact 
with the Oslo Fjord.

A conscious architecture built on the anthropogenic                            
trails of another time. 
We are living in a world of growth. The use of the world’s resources is 
growing and over time this use has left its distinct marks on the envi-
ronment and landscape. Fagerstrand has many geographically visible 
scars from the time of the oil industry. The harbour side has played the 
dominant role of the city and the housing has been pushed back from 
the water, to the height of the city center. 

The architecture of the new addition to Fagerstrand shall seek to build 
on the new possibilities that allowed for this change while utilising the 
artifacts in the landscape left from the previous periods.
On the harbour the dwellings are placed on the areas that are left from 
the industry, leaving space for nature to take back the areas on the 
steep hills leading up to the city. The areas will remain as the industry 
left it, only to be the source of housing, new meeting places and public 
functions. The existing silos will stand as the reminder of the scale of 
the industry, but instead of keeping people out, they will now make room 
for a variety of attractions that invite the public in, such as a silo for 
diving, art exhibitions, concerts and even a historical culture exhibition 
telling the tale of Fagerstrand. The previous history has helped shape 
Fagerstrand and shall not be forgotten.

The city center will along with the new harbour area lead way for a new 
and intertwined Fagerstrand. The composition of functions shall support 
a diverse city filled with possibilities of exchange and co-learning. Hous-
ing dwelling shall seek to connect people in all stages of life in the belief 
that they can benefit immensely from each other.

The city also gains a lot of public attractions that enriches the life of the 
inhabitants of the city. From the new swimming facility, promenade and 
public beach in the east, to the urban street of Fagerstrandbakken and 
the community house, multipurpose plaza, shops and cafes in the city 
center.
All of these new functions make a diverse city, utilizing the cultural trails 
of a previous time as foundation for a new ecosystem between nature 
and culture.

Fagerstrand INTERTWINED
the meeting between Center, Nature and Habour
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Drøbakveien has divided the city in two parts. One by the harbour and one in the commercial 
citycenter. By moving the road behind the city center, the road will no longer be a barriere 
between the two parts. The city can be sewn back together. Natural flows can accur between 
city and habour without a road as a barrier. 

Programming and co-creating 
Fagerstrand 
Fagerstrand is being densified, thereby creating new 
needs for the city. 

To make Fagerstrand more liveable we propose a               
cataloge of functions that correspond to their settings 
- the City Center, the Nature and the Habour.

Co-creation between areas.
The new functions will have a connection to the three 
areas. Making Fagerstrand feel more as one place.

Ex. The kindergarten are placed in the city center but the 
playground are placed in the nature.
Ex. The Entrepreneur dock is by the harbour but use the 
Satelite office for conference space in the commercial 
center. 

We propose to intertwine Fagerstrand in a new way that 
will make a stronger connection to the city, to the harbour 
and to nature.

By using the existing dna “an industrial harbour”, a com-
mercial center and a bio diverse nature. We make new 
and stronger meetings between what is already there.
 
A Harbour connection, a Nature connection, a                   
Commercial connection and a Cultural connection will 
bind the city together. 

Nature will be present everywhere in Fagerstrand and 
binding it all together. 
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Today
Drøbakveien divides the city in two. 
The road is dangerous and it makes it diffi-
cult to create a coherent city center. 

Futhermore Lillerudveien together with 
Drøbakveien creates a big junction right in 
the middle of the center, making it hard to 
make a liveable city center.

Fagerstrand has an iconic industrial harbour 
and a small commercial center surrounded by 
great nature. 

However the city today works as three parallele 
communities - It is not connected. 

Our vision is to cross connect the                            
commercial center, nature and the harbour, so 
the city’s qualities can benefit from each other. 

By creating new meeting points between             
harbour, nature and center. 
The city will feel as one.  

From a paralelle city to one connected city!
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STRATEGY 01. Mobility - new flows, new connections

Future: New connections, new flows
We propose to change Drøbakveiens course 
guiding it behind the upcoming city center. Then 
the center can heel and create an unhindered 
connection to the harbour. 
Traffick via Lillerudveien is reduced. Road 157 
will instead be connected to Storerudveien. 
This will make the city center more peaceful and 
liveable. The plan is robust and can handle if 
Lillerudveien still should function as it is.

From a small center hindered by the road to a 
densified and liveable center for people to
interact. The structure makes it possible to             
densify more over time. 

Strategic tools

Intertwining Fagerstrand 
- New connections bind the city together.

Fagerstrand is nature! By changing the roads path we can make space for a 
nature connection going right through the Center, making nature a part of the 
city. We create green paths in the existing structures, so nature is accesible and 
present! Diagram 1:20.000

A condensed city building on existing structures and adding nature in-between 
rather than building more urban sprawl. 
The Commercial Center is densified with a new layout after changing the road, 
making it a more coherent center. By the sea we do not cut it to the landscape 
but use the existing platou from the oil heritage. Diagram 1.20.000

The 4 connections; The Commercial Connection, the Nature Connection, 
the Cultural Connection and the Nature connection all consist of nodes, 
activating and making it interesting to use the city. Diagram 1:20.000

Our vision is create a more connected Fagerstrand. 
Thereby moving Drøbakveien behind the commercial center, to get a more 
naturel flow between seaside and center without a road as divider. We 
propose a nature loop, binding urban and nature. Diagram 1:20.000

Project site
Study site
Exsist. plots
New plots

Project site
Study site
Nature connection
Culture connection
Commercial connection
Harbour connection

From a divided and scattered city to one condensed city in nature!  

Fagerstrand brygge_Plan zoom 1:500
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VIEW Commercial Center
 towards the Green Connection 

Exploring and redifining the old tracksThe Cultural Connection links the landmarks and uses the trail of the old pipes 
as paths in nature.Section 1:200
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Fagerstrand INTERTWINED
the meeting between Center, Nature and Habour

EUROPAN16 // FAGERSTRAND // Fagerstrand INTERTWINED

Introduction
Surrounded by nature, in the picturesque fjord 
of Oslo, Fagerstrand is a small city, with a 
bright potential to reunite the remnants of the 
oil industry with the raw nature as a driving 
line in its cityscape, combining history, with 
people and using nature as the thread.
Fagerstrand has an iconic industrial harbour 
and a small commercial center surrounded by 
great nature, with a rich history.
Our vision is to cross connect the commercial 
center, nature and the sea side, so that the 
city’s qualities can synergize from each other. 
By creating new meeting points and connec-
tions between harbour, nature and center, the 
city will feel, flow and grow as one, to honor 
the history, and stage the future.

Challenge and opportunities
On the overall level there is poor correlation 
between harbour, city and nature. The areas 
exist in their own parallel worlds. This project 
seizes the opportunity to connect the areas 
and connect the people to nature.
Fagerstrand is challenged by a road junction 
right in the middle of the city center.
Drøbakveien has divided the city in two parts; 
one by the sea front and one by the small 
commercial center. Considerations must be 
made, as to how the traffic at the city center 
can be an attribute rather than an obstruction 
for a future densely populated city.

 With the oil Industry came new jobs, creating 
needs for settlement in Fagerstrand. But with 
lack of strategic planning the area is stalled 
with no real center and lack of meeting points. 
The stalling has claimed the land, and is un-
derutilizing space where there could be na-
ture that can connect people. We believe that 

instead of sprawling more, one can densify in 
the already existing build mass. Seeking to 
affect nature in the least way possible.
 
By the sea the disused industrial site gives 
the city a new opportunity to reclaim the wa-
ter, both in terms of settlement but also in 
terms of nature reclaiming the land. The re-
maining industrial cathedrals tell the story of 
Fagerstrand. They give a unique identity to 
the city and must be reused and kept as herit-
age and identity for the future city.
 
Vision
We believe that Fagerstrand has the potential 
of transforming from a divided and scattered 
suburb to one connected city in symbiosis 
with nature. We believe that the right pro-
gramming will make Fagerstrand a collective 
and vital city united with nature.
The time has changed and with the epidemic 
in 2020 we learned that it is possible to work 
from home, making it attractive to live out-
side the greater cities where one can have 
a stronger relation with nature. In the future 
more new families will move to Fagerstrand 
with its unique location by the water, its nature 
and a vibrant and urban city center. The per-
fect hub outside Oslo. 

Fagerstrand has an iconic industrial harbour 
and a small commercial center surrounded by 
great nature.
Our vision is to cross connect the commercial 
center, nature and the sea side, so the city’s 
qualities can benefit from each other. 
By creating new meeting points and connec-
tions between harbour, nature and center, the 
city will feel as one.
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Proposal
We propose to intertwine Fagerstrand in a 
new way that will make a stronger connection 
to the city, to the harbour and to nature.
 
Intertwining Fagerstrand - New connections 
bind the city together.
By using the existing dna “an industrial har-
bour”, a commercial center and a bio diverse 
nature. We make new and stronger meetings 
between what is already there.
A harbour connection, a Nature connection, a 
commercial connection and a cultural connec-
tion will bind the city together. Nature will be 
present everywhere in Fagerstrand and bind-
ing it all together.
 
Mobility in Fagerstrand
By changing the course of the roads, from 
dividing the city in two and creating a barrier 
between center and harbour. We propose to 
change Drøbakveiens road course, guiding 
it behind the upcoming city center. Then the 
center can heel and create an unhindered 
connection to the harbour.The city is sewn 
back together and natural flows can occur 
between city and harbour without a road as a 
barrier.
We propose that traffic via Lillerudveien is re-
duced by making Road 157 the primary con-
nection to Nesoddtangen. This will make the 
city center more peaceful and liveable. The 
plan is robust and can handle if Lillerudveien 
should still function as it is.
 

Nature Connection
By changing the roads path we can make 
space for a nature connection going right 
through the center. Making nature a part of 
the city and giving its residents easy access 
to entering nature. The proposal is a city with 
a present and approachable nature.

The nature corridor is furthermore the con-
nection between the Industrial green land-
scape in the west and the vast forest areas 
in the east and north. By the city center the 
nature corridor rises in the air in the form of a 
landscape bridge that allows for nature to flow 
seamlessly from east to west.

We decided to maintain the forest in the 
center rather than exclude its presence. But 
rather than seeing it as a barrier, we see it as 
a strong identity for the city center. Nature will 
be easily accessible and you will sense its 
presence everywhere in Fagerstrand.

Paths will intertwine nature and the city. There 
will be interactions along the paths which will 
make it more accessible to the citizens and 
visitors.
 
The Commercial Connection
The Commercial connection stretches from 
the center along Fagerstrandbakken to the 
seaside. Making it the link between center 
and sea. We densify along Fagerstrand-
bakken, creating cultural interactions and 
commercial facilities. 
The Commercial center is densified, creating 
a more compact structure with buildings in 
2-5 floors. The Center gets a new layout after 
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changing the road, making it a more coherent 
and intimate center where people can meet. 
The center is programmed with shops, hous-
ing, care homes, a culture house and even a 
satellite office where you can rent office space 
away from home.  
The center is robust, making it possible to 
densify the center even more over time.
 
We propose a condensed city, building on 
existing structures and adding nature in-be-
tween rather than building more urban sprawl.
Cultural connection
The Cultural connection links Lilleruddammen 
with the industrial landscape, the marina and 
the beach. The cultural connection builds on 
the industrial heritage. The connection links 
the industrial landscape where the building 
remnants are reused in a way that they will 
become attractors for residents and visitors 
with many cultural interactions along the 
route. ex. an old silo used as a dive pool and 
another used as an exhibition. The connec-
tion links the landmarks and uses the trail of 
the old pipes as paths in nature.

The harbour connection
The harbour connection stretches from the 
beach and marina in the south to the entre-
preneur dock and swimming pool in the north.
The industrial harbour is transformed to a 
vibrant promenade with new cultural func-
tions, cafees, offices and housing. We call it 
Fagerstrand Brygge.
We wish to use the existing plateau from the 
oil heritage, so that we don’t abrupt the natu-
ral landscape. The promenade is only for 
pedestrians while the backside is serviced 

with cars and parking. The courtyards are 
raised above the promenade which provides 
the inhabitants privacy from the busy prom-
enade and can be used for parking under-
neath.
We transform the boathouse to a maritime 
house. The boat workshop is kept but the 
northern part of the house is reused as a 
sports arena that can facilitate meeting places 
for the whole city. In the north part of the har-
bour a public indoor swimming pool is placed, 
in near visual contact with the Oslo Fjord.
 
A conscious architecture built on the 
anthropogenic trails of another time
We are living in a world of growth. The use 
of the world’s resources is growing and over 
time this use has left its distinct marks on the 
environment and landscape.
Fagerstrand has many geographically visible 
scars from the time of the oil industry. The 
harbour side has played the dominant role 
of the city and the housing has been pushed 
back from the water, to the height of the city 
center. Here the city has enjoyed the views 
of the Oslo fjord, but at the same time it has 
been distant from the inhabitants, something 
to look at rather than engaging with.
The work centralizes around the big cities 
which demands efficient and easy transporta-
tion from the surrounding areas, leaving the 
smaller cities with big traffic corridors that acts 
as a barrier dividing areas or event cities into 
pieces.

With the decline of the oil industry the city of 
Fagerstrand now has the opportunity to 
reclaim their land. 3
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The architecture of the new addition to 
Fagerstrand shall seek to build on the new 
possibilities that allowed for this change while 
utilising the artifacts in the landscape left from 
the previous periods. 

On the harbour the dwellings are placed on 
the areas that are left from the industry, leav-
ing space for nature to take back the areas 
on the steep hills leading up to the city. The 
areas will remain as the industry left it, only to 
be the source of housing, new meeting places 
and public functions. Making as little impact 
on nature as possible.

The housing is primarily built as wooden 
structures, both the constructive system and 
the facades. All buildings along the waterside 
are placed in order to make sure that every 
apartment has a view to the water. Besides 
providing privacy to the inhabitant the raised 
courtyards work as a protection for flooding 
as a result of climate change.

The landscape of the steep hills will remain 
as a reminder of the previous history of 
Fagerstrand, and will communicate this to 
the visitors. The existing silos will stand as 
the reminder of the scale of the industry, but 
instead of keeping people out, they will now 
make room for a variety of attractions that in-
vite the public in, such as a silo for diving, art 
exhibitions, concerts and even a historical cul-
ture exhibition telling the tale of Fagerstrand. 
The previous history has helped shape 
Fagerstrand and shall not be forgotten.

The city center will along with the new har-
bour area lead way for a new and intertwined 
Fagerstrand. The composition of functions 
shall support a diverse city filled with possi-
bilities of exchange and co-learning. Housing 
dwelling shall seek to connect people in all 
stages of life in the belief that they can benefit 
immensely from each other.
The city also gains a lot of public attractions 
that enriches the life of the inhabitants of the 
city. From the new swimming facility, prom-
enade and public beach in the west, to the 
urban street of Fagerstrandbakken and the 
community house, multipurpose plaza, shops 
and cafes in the city center. 
All of these new functions make a diverse city, 
utilizing the cultural trails of a previous time 
as foundation for a new ecosystem between 
nature and culture.
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CR645 Fagerstand intertwined – møtet mellom senter, natur og havn 

 

Visjonen er å kryssforene det kommersielle senteret, naturen og sjøsiden slik at byens kvaliteter kan 
berike hverandre. Ved å skape nye møteplasser og sammenhenger mellom havna, natur og sentrum 
vil byen føles, flyte og vokse som ett, for å hedre historien og presentere fremtiden.   

Fagerstrand har potensial til å transformeres fra en delt og spredt suburb til en sammenhengende by i 
symbiose med naturen. Med pandemien i 2020 har mulighetene for hjemmekontor gjort livet utenfor 
byene mer attraktivt i nærmere tilknytning til naturen.  

En havne-sammenheng, en natur-sammenheng og en kommersiell-sammenheng vil binde byen 
sammen, mens naturen forener det hele.  

Det foreslås å endre kursen til Drøbaksveien, ved å guide det bak den oppvoksende byen, slik at byen 
kan ha en uhindret sammenheng til havnen. Trafikk via Lillerudveien er redusert ved å gjøre vei 157 til 
hovedforbindelsen til Nesoddtangen. 

Naturforbindelsen 

Ved å endre veiens retning kan vi skape rom for natursammenheng gjennom bysentret, med en 
tilstedeværende og tilgjengelig natur. Naturkorridorene er videre sammenhengen mellom det 
industrielle grønne landskapet i vest og det store skogområdet mot nord og øst. Ved bysenteret reiser 
korridoren seg i form av en landskapsbro. Skogen i sentrum beholdes og ses som en identitet i 
bysentret fremfor en barriere. Stier vil knytte sammen natur og by. 

Handelsforbindelsen 

Den kommersielle sammenhengen strekker seg fra sentrum langs Fagerstrandbakken til sjøsiden og 
skaper en kobling mellom sentrum og sjøen. Ved å fortette langs Fagerstrandbakken skapes kulturelle 
interaksjoner og kommersielle fasiliteter. Det kommersielle senteret fortettes, med bygg på to til fem 
etasjer. Sentrum programmeres med butikker, boliger, omsorgshjem, kulturhus og kontorplasser.  

Kulturforbindelsen 

Den kulturelle sammenhengen linker Lilleruddammen med det industrielle landskapet, marinaen og 
stranda. Forbindelsen bygger på det industrielle arven. Byggene gjenbrukes på en måte som vil gjøre 
dem tiltrekkende for innbyggere og besøkende med kulturell interaksjon langs ruten. Kobling linker 
landemerkene med sporet av gamle rør som stier i naturen.  

Havneforbindelsen 

Den industrielle havna transformeres til en levende promenade med kulturfunksjoner, kafeer, kontorer 
og boliger, kalt Fagerstrand Brygge. Det ønskes å bruke det eksiterende platået for å unngå å påvirke 
naturlandskapet. Promenaden er kun for gående, mens baksiden vil kunne betjenes av biler. Båthuset 
omgjøres til et maritimt hus, der verkstedet beholdes, men nordenden gjenbrukes som en sportsarena. 
Nord i havneområdet plasseres et offentlig innendørs svømmebasseng. 

 

Alle disse nye funksjonene skaper en mangfoldig by, som anvender de kulturelle stiene fra en tidligere 
tid som fundamentet for et nytt økosystem mellom natur og kultur. 
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